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This issue presents a compilation of instructional,
tennis fitness, rule clarifications, current rankings,
Return to Tennis guidelines, competitions and
many other interesting sections.

With the world of tennis going through a complete
overhaul, it presents us with an opportunity to
regroup and reform to come out stronger post
Covid-19. May this e-magazine be the source of
world class instructional and news for all your
tennis requirements.

My gratitude goes out to our contributors,
sponsors, well wishers, Zarina, the e-magazine
coordinator and entire SLTA staff for making this
publication a reality.

Happy Reading, Love All

On the development front, I am pleased with the
enduring work of our staff and respective
departments, in conducting online workshops,
activating new regions, conducting pilot
tournaments, liaising with ministries and many other
activities even during the lockdown period. The
General Committee has appointed a new Director of
Administration, adding value to the existing team.

My best wishes go out to the 'Baseline' e-magazine
team, on this world class initiative to take Sri Lanka
Tennis out to the general public as well.

Wishing you and your family the best of health!

Stay Safe

The world is going through the most challenging
period post world war II and the threat it poses to
the tennis world is no lighter. The ITF is leading the
efforts to return to tennis in a safe manner. The
SLTA in turn is complying to the ITF, Ministry of
Health, Ministry of Sports and Ministry of Education
directives so that the health and safety of our
stakeholders are not compromised in a bid to return
to a sense of normalcy on the court.

Welcome to the inaugural issue of 'Baseline', the
official e-magazine of Sri Lanka Tennis. As with
our beautiful sport, let 'Baseline' be the starting
point for information on all things tennis in Sri
Lanka. The success of this publication is on the
tennis community itself, with all content
generously contributed by local coaches, referees
and tennis personalities.

Guyanga Weerasekera
Editor

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

EDITORIAL

Iqbal bin Issack
President SLTA
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BACK TO
TENNIS
GUIDELINES
The Sri Lanka Tennis Association with the guidance of the Ministry of Sports

have formulated post Covid-19 playing guidelines to ensure a safe return to

the sport. It is every players', coaches', parents', clubs', and organizers' and

officials' duty and responsibility to ensure that all safety measures are

adhered to, for a safe return to tennis.
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Directly go to the place allocated to you to keep your equipment and at do not remove the face mask or

face shield and any stage.

Do not chat in close distance and you need to maintain 2m distance at all times.

Need to do Dynamic warm up, only at the place that you have been allocated.

If the program has not started, you can do skipping, push-ups, planks, etc… until the program starts.

When coach calls to the court then all players needs to come in order by maintaining 2m distance.

After getting  down from the vehicle;

Do not come to the court if you are having fever/cough/sore throat or if you have been exposed to a
possible Covid-19 patient.
Bring your own equipments including sanitizer, face masks/shields, tissues, water bottles, grips, and
etc. Strictly no borrowing from others.
Highly recommended to bring your own practice balls to play.  
No one is allowed to spit on court. Use your own tissue and take your own garbage home.

GUIDELINES FOR PLAYERS

Players have to get to the facility only  at given times and if you come early, the players have to stay in
the vehicle.
Make sure to keep 2m to 3m away from anyone.
Need to wear a face mask/shield at all times unless you take permission from the coach.

Player should wear the face mask or
face shield. 
Make sure to bring an extra face
mask.
Apply sanitizer to your hands and
bring along the sanitizer with you to
the court.

Before getting down from the vehicle;

Make sure to disinfect at home all

your tennis gear including bags, shoes,

caps etc.

Need to know exactly where you are

going to keep your equipment and

when you are 100% sure where you

are supposed to keep then only you

can get down from the car. 

Need  to come on time and do not

come too early and stay allotted area

for each player.
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It is very important as a coach to assess the situation in terms of doing a tennis lesson taking common
sense and safety into utmost consideration.
Do not come to the court if you are having fever/cough/sore throat or if you have been exposed to a
possible Covid-19 patient.
Number of players per court during the;

Try to keep a small gap in between the lessons so that many does not come at the same time and
cross each other.

a. 1st phase – one on one training for a minimum two weeks
b. 2nd phase – two players on court (coach should take a decision after evaluating the situation )
c. 3rd phase - coach can decide on having a maximum 3 – 4 players on court after evaluating the
situation and depending upon the players' understanding on safety.

Consider spraying tennis balls briefly

with disinfectant spray (e.g., Lysol or

Clorox) at the conclusion of play.

Using new balls on a very regular

basis is highly encouraged. Gear,

including racquet, towels, target

cones etc. to be dried after play.

GUIDELINES FOR COACHES

Keep your staff (team) and
participants informed of the actions
you are taking.
Try to have barriers between the
courts if practically possible, to avoid
players crossing each other.
Make sure to get the players to come
at the given time and if they come
early, then they should stay in the
vehicle.
It is coaches’ duty to provide a clean
environment.
Don’t let the players handle any
coaching equipment. The coach
should pick up the balls and
encourage players to use their
racquet / foot to push balls back and
/ or hit them to their opponent to
avoid using and touching the balls.
Restrict the balls mixing up with
others.

Coaches should have their own

marked hoppers and teaching charts

to avoid sharing with other coaches.
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Tennis equipment should be touched only by the coach and should be cleaned frequently. Use alcohol
base disinfectant to clean all.
Need to have a wash before leaving the house (at home)
Need to have a shower after tennis and need to wash all clothes you use during tennis (at home).
Need to sanitize shoes or wash them after use every day (at home).
Need to wear face mask / face shield at all times.
Need to keep minimum of 1m to 2m away  from coaches, players and parents at all times.
No physical contact with players unless you wear surgical gloves to do kinesthetic corrections and try
to intervene only if you do not have any other choice. But try to do intervene without touching
players and with instructions 1m to 2m away. After the intervention make sure to sanitize.
Make sure to allocate a place to keep players equipment’s with 2m to 3m away from other players. at
all times during on court sessions between players need to maintain 1m to 2m distance.
Try to keep same players on same side.
When picking balls, practicing services & other group training situations coach has to supervise and
give instructions so that the players maintain the required distance.
Keep at least 10 to 15 minutes gap between lessons to dry the droplets and on the balls.

Make sure to allocate a place to keep players
equipment’s with 2m to 3m away from other
players. at all times during on court sessions
between players need to maintain 1m to 2m
distance.
Try to keep same players on same side.
When picking balls, practicing services & other
group training situations coach has to
supervise and give instructions so that the
players maintain the required distance.
Keep at least 10 to 15 minutes gap between
lessons to dry the droplets and on the balls.

Please read GUIDELINES FOR PLAYERS  before starting the lesson.
Make sure to bring your own hydration  at all times and do not borrow from  players.
Make sure no one is allowed to spit on court and use your own tissue and take your own garbage
home.
Always encourage players to use sanitizer whenever possible and give enough time or breaks to do so.

All coaches should bring your own sanitizer to
the court and if not do not borrow from any
one and better not to get involved with
humans on that day.
Make sure coaches & players do not leave any
personal belongings, empty water bottles &
garbage on the court  players and with
instructions 1m to 2m away. After the
intervention make sure to sanitize.
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0777 777 908 - 0777 731 308

PILOT TOURNAMENT

SLTA took the first step towards staging
tournaments after the Covid-19 forced
lock down on Saturday (27). SLTA hosted
the pilot tournament at its premises with
girls and boys from all age categories
taking part adhering to social distancing
guidelines. The event was supported by
P&S and SK Distributors.

SK Distributors
Distributors for Lanka Minerals & Chemicals Pvt Ltd



COACHING

CORNER
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The calendar year 2020 has been a challenging year globally with the Covid-19
pandemic severely affecting all aspects of life. The Coach Education Department
started the year in full flow introducing license for registered and qualified coaches in
February 2020. This was to encourage coaches to continue to staying in this sport and
also to have education guidance. 

First Aid course which is a mandatory requirement to hold a coaching license was held
in February for 30 coaches at SLTA. It was organized by the Coach Education
Department along with Sri Lanka Red Cross Society.

Attendees at the February Coaches Workshop

4. Chrishantha Perera – Director ‘Hit tennis
Academy’ – How to move positively when you
are in difficulty

5. Johann Peiris – the conqueror of the Mount
Everest – “Stay focused and never give up”

With the country looking to move into a new
sense of normalcy post Covid-19, the Coach
Education Department is looking to return back
to its normal course of actions, in ensuring the Sri
Lankan Tennis coaches are continuously
developing their trade.

The licence cards were presented to the qualified coaches during
the February Coaches Workshop by Mr Suresh Subramanium, the
President of the NOC together with Mr Iqbal bin Isaack, the
President of SLTA.

COACH EDUCATION DEPARTMENT  UPDATE

T. Bahirathan
Director Coach

Education Department

3. Harshana Godammana – Experience sharing
Pathway of the High-performance players and
needs.

With the government imposed lockdown, from
March onwards the SLTA organized many
workshops online for the continued development
of the coaches. The topics were as follows,

1. Rian Kruger – ITF – Importance of continuous
education and benefits of ITF Academy

2. Suresh Menon – Former ITF Development
officer for Asia – Improving Tennis skills through
contextual Training.
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GROUND
REACTION

FORCES: 
A FRIEND OR A

FOE?
RENOUK WIJEMANNE

COACHES' VIEW
Have you ever tried jumping off a 5ft tall box on
a tennis court and hitting a tennis stroke while
still in the air? I’m guessing not, but for those of
who have, you would have experienced a drastic
reduction in power, and a lack of control, as
compared with your experience of hitting a
normal stroke.  

Even if you hated physics in school, it cannot be
escaped in the sporting arena. In tennis, when
you hit the ball, most of the force that is
generated originates as reaction forces from the
ground. As you press against the ground, the
ground pushes you back with an equal and
opposite force (Newton’s third law). The kinetic
chain is then utilized to transfer that force or
energy on to the ball. 

Applying this principle to the scenario we
started off with, the reason why an athlete
jumping off a 5ft box would be unable to hit the
ball as hard as they would normally, is because
they are unable to utilize the forces off the
ground. An athlete who jumps up off the ground
and hits the ball mid-air, will find that that while
the power may not be the same as if they were
still on the ground, that power did originate off
of the ground, when they pushed against the
ground in order to jump. Hence, they would
have a little more power and control than they
would, had they jumped off a box and tried the
same stroke.

The same principle is at play where a tennis player who is pulled out wide on the baseline, hits the ball, then
pushes back to recover speedily to the center of baseline. The harder they push against the ground, the
faster they can recover to the center.  

These are all examples of athletes using ground reaction forces to their benefit, making them their friend.
But ground reaction forces can also be a foe on the sporting field. For example, if you are running towards a
ball and intend to keep running as fast as you can, you will be slowed down every time your foot touches the
ground. This is because ground reaction forces oppose your movement, dissipating energy in unwanted
directions. If you watch Usain Bolt carefully, you will notice that one of the reasons he is so fast, is that he
actually spends less time on the ground than his competitors do, in a 100m race.

Now, not all of us are Usain Bolts – we cannot defy gravity. So what do we do to make ground reaction
forces our friend? We must be efficient in extracting the ground reaction forces that are favorable to us.
Although this may sound simple, it is a tall order, even for seasoned athletes. As efficient as Roger Federer is
in his movement, even he experiences a dissipation of force and energy (force x distance). No one is 100%
efficient.
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That said, what are some ways you can work on becoming efficient in movement and extraction of ground
reaction forces? I have the following suggestions:

Become stronger through the entire kinetic chain - this will help you exert a greater force on the ground, and
hence receive a greater equal and opposite force.  The more muscle fibers you can recruit to fire in
synchronization, the more efficient you become.  

Increase the range of motion around joints – this will help you increase the leverage of your limbs and hence
moments about the joint (fulcrum).  

Direct all the forces in the direction of the movement or force generation – this helps reduce energy
dissipation in unwanted directions.  For example, for a tennis player running to the net, this means keeping
the arms pumping forward and backward only, and preventing them from flaring to the side. This would
make sure that most of the player’s energy is directed in the direction of the movement (i.e. forward, in this
case).  There would be some degree of flaring that cannot be helped, and this is where the energy gets
dissipated.

How should you train to achieve these suggested goals? My suggestions are below:

Functional strength training - simply building bigger
muscles will not make you a stronger athlete. Your
muscles should be trained to achieve the desired
results. So for example, a tennis player would benefit
from doing rotational medicine ball exercises that mimic
swing paths.

Plyometric training - an eccentric phase followed immediately by a
concentric phase.  The faster one goes from one phase to the other,
the greater the efficiency. Think of a kangaroo – when it hops, how
much time does it stay in contact with the ground? For a tennis player,
doing pogo jumps or jumps over mini hurdles would meet this
requirement. 

Isometric training - this involves a static contraction of the
muscle, and is important because it helps focus on the
neuromuscular signals sent to even the very small muscle
fibers. Again, in the context of tennis, wall sit or planks
would amount to good isometric training. 

Stretching - static, ballistic and PNF
(Proprioceptive Neuromuscular
Facilitation) stretching helps increase
range of motion. 

Renouk Wijemanne, B.Sc., B.A., M.B.A

ITF Level III, GPTCA level C Coach

Former National Champion and Davis Cup Player

Former ATP ranked player and Sri Lanka #1

coachrenouk@gmail.com
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RANKINGSRANKINGS
#1 Ashleigh Barty

#3 Karolina Pliskova

#2 Simona Halep



So what entails a warm up?So what entails a warm up?  

1. Warm up increases you blood circulation , breathing rate, body heat by1. Warm up increases you blood circulation , breathing rate, body heat by

preparing your mind and body for the upcoming taskpreparing your mind and body for the upcoming task  

2. Increases your Oxygen consumption, there by improving your cognitive skills2. Increases your Oxygen consumption, there by improving your cognitive skills

and energy transportation to the working musclesand energy transportation to the working muscles  

3.Transportation of more blood via increased circulation and higher oxygen levels3.Transportation of more blood via increased circulation and higher oxygen levels

4.Improves nerve impulses from the brain to the body additionally improves4.Improves nerve impulses from the brain to the body additionally improves

muscles contractionsmuscles contractions  

5. Increases synovial fluid between joint there by reducing friction5. Increases synovial fluid between joint there by reducing friction  

6. Improves muscle elasticity6. Improves muscle elasticity

How to warm up?How to warm up?

• Start with larger muscles to smaller muscles• Start with larger muscles to smaller muscles  

• Slow speed, medium & fast speed• Slow speed, medium & fast speed  

• Partial range of motion to full range of motion• Partial range of motion to full range of motion  

• Try to discuss with your coach to identify• Try to discuss with your coach to identify    the correct exercisesthe correct exercises  

What’s the progression?What’s the progression?

1. Start with body weight warm up1. Start with body weight warm up  

2. Band warm up2. Band warm up  

3. Quick co-ordination & speed drills3. Quick co-ordination & speed drills  

4. Start your Tennis practice or Match4. Start your Tennis practice or Match

RANIL  HARSHANA

DFN,CPT,CGFT,PES,CES,MMACS,CSSC,SET,SSN, FT (USA), PTS(UK)
,Reiki (Level2) International 
 High Performance Coach,Author,Presenter www.Strengthattack.com (R) 
(Combat Sports) www.Tennisbpm.com (R)  
www.Livefitonline.com 
 IG & Twitter @Ranilharshana (Coach Ran) YT: strengthattack.com

During his 22+year career locally and internationally he was
apart of many world class medal winners, title holders in sports
top end  Tennis, Badminton & Combat sports.Training athletes in
multiple countries,include SEA Games, Asian Games, Olympics
/Paralympics and other Pro athletes in World & Asian events in 
Tennis, Badminton & Combat sports.

TENNIS FITNESS

WARM UP IS
NUMBER 1
PRIORITY
RANIL HARSHANA

As a Tennis player junior or senior answerAs a Tennis player junior or senior answer

the below questions ?the below questions ?

a) Do youa) Do you    warm up before Tenniswarm up before Tennis

practicespractices    or matches?or matches?

b) If yes, do you have plan or sequence ofb) If yes, do you have plan or sequence of

exercise?exercise?

c) How long do you warm up?c) How long do you warm up?

is it less than 5min?is it less than 5min?    if yes,if yes,  

incorporate 10-15 minutes using belowincorporate 10-15 minutes using below

tips .tips .  

  Over my 22+years international career apart from the professional athletes, 80 % of juniors and seniorsOver my 22+years international career apart from the professional athletes, 80 % of juniors and seniors

neglect the warm up and cool down protocol, cool down we will discuss on our next article. neglect the warm up and cool down protocol, cool down we will discuss on our next article. 

  Importance of warm up:Importance of warm up:   when you play Tennis you process information inside your brain then the brain   when you play Tennis you process information inside your brain then the brain

informs the body through your nervous system, this information is processedinforms the body through your nervous system, this information is processed    enabling stroke play.enabling stroke play.

Warming up is getting your mind, muscles, bones and the nervous system, synchronizesWarming up is getting your mind, muscles, bones and the nervous system, synchronizes    via coordination,via coordination,

just like a  rehearsal for the upcoming practice session or thejust like a  rehearsal for the upcoming practice session or the    Tennis match.Tennis match.

Negative Effects of not warming upNegative Effects of not warming up  

• Low cognition• Low cognition

• Musculoskeletal injuries• Musculoskeletal injuries  

• Low level of performance• Low level of performance    duringduring

        practices or matchespractices or matches

Number of exercises, order of exercise, intensity, time duration it all varies based on individual’s requirements, also considering internal and external factors. 
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DEVELOPMENT

DOMAIN
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Sri Lanka Tennis Association’s 'Outstation Development Programme' is
successfully operating in 11 regions, namely, Negombo, Kurunagala, Jaffna,
Kaluthara, Kandy, Matale, Ratnapura, Bandarawela, Batticaloa, Galle and
Trincomalee are managed by SLTA coordinators.

The highlight of the year is Trincomalee has been added as a
region into SLTA’s programme since June. The Trincomalee
Tennis Club’s (Public Service Club’s) two tennis courts have
been used for the junior tennis development programme.
When the health and safety situation becomes normal,
school tennis will start and we will have an inauguration
programme to introduce tennis to the schools which are
around the town of Trincomalee. Mr. M. Komalaraj has been
appointed as the regional coordinator for the SLTA
programme in Trincomalee.

OUTSTATION DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

Due to the recent pandemic situation, the school tennis programme has been
stopped up-to now since March. When we restarted the programme few
weeks back, the participation of kids was very less. SLTA is trying to make the
programme keep sustaining with possible number of kids. That’s how we are
moving forward towards our goal.

All the activities, especially extra activities such as
tournaments, carnivals and camps in the regions have been
stopped. 

Chris Barathi Pillai
Head of Tennis
Development 

SLTA President visits the Trincomalee Tennis Club

Coach Komalraj conducting the Junior Tennis Programme in Trincomalee
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SLTA Officials addressing the local media

Junior Players                                       2500
Courts                                                     72 
Schools                                                   46
Coaches From Outstation                 66



Boys U/12 Girls U/12

Boys U/14 Girls U/14

Girls U/16Boys U/16

Boys U/18 Girls U/18

Men's Singles Women's Singles

Men's Doubles Women's Doubles

NATIONAL RANKINGS AS AT 09/03/2020
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RANKINGSRANKINGS
#1 Novak Djokovic

#3 Dominic Thiem

#2 Rafael Nadal



The Wheelchair Tour has faced many challenges due to the present global situation.
We are yet to receive a clear directive by the ITF on a date of resumption. This
unfortunate situation means that the local players will rely on points to made from
next years tournaments to qualify for the Paralympics in 2021. We need to enter into
the top 40 in the rankings for automatic qualification.

We are extremely grateful to Colombo International Container Terminals (CICT) for
their generous donation of 3 custom made professional grade wheelchairs for our top
3 players. 

A  donation of three brand new wheelchairs that were made in Malaysia has been handed over to
the top 3 wheel chair tennis players in Sri Lanka, Suresh Ranaweera (ITF WCT rank 101), Suresh
Dharmasena (ITF WCT rank 62), Gamini Dissanayake (ITF WCT rank 82) by the Colombo
International Container Terminals (CICT).

WHEELCHAIR TENNIS UPDATE

Jagath Welikala
Head Coach 

Wheelchair Tennis

Our dream is only possible due to generous sponsors such as CICT, if you are interested in assisting the
players and/or the wheelchair programme in any capacity please contact the SLTA via sltennis@sltnet.lk.

Stay Safe!
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If the server contravenes any of the above, it is a “Foot Fault”.

During the service motion, the server shall not:
Change position by walking or running, although slight movements of the feet are permitted; 
or
Touch the baseline or the court with either foot; 
or

THE TOSS

KNOW YOUR RULES

To be server or receiver in the first game of the match, in
which case the opponent(s) shall choose the end of the court
of the first game of the match;
or
The end of the court for the first game of the match, in which
case the opponent(s) shall choose to be server or receiver for
the first game of the match;
or

To require the opponent(s) to make a choice (one of the above).

Touch the area outside the imaginary extension of the sideline
with either foot; 
or
Touch the imaginary extension of the center mark with either foot

The toss takes place before the warm-up. Winner
(player/team) of the toss may choose one of the following:

THE FOOT FAULT

Dharaka Ellawala
ITF Silver Badge
Referee

SEND US YOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT
TENNIS RULES TO media@sltennis.lk

WE WILL ANSWER THEM IN THE NEXT
MONTH'S MAGAZINE
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SLTA NEWS

SLTA President Iqbal Bin Issack and
General Secretary Pradeep Goonasekera
visits the regions of Trincomalee and
Batticaloa to inspect the progress of tennis
in the region. the visit took place on July
20th 2020 with the local tennis
community.
The event was a covered by the local and
national media showcasing the strength of
the SLTA's presence outside Colombo.

SLTA appoints Guyanga Weerasekera as its Director -
Administration. Weerasekera joins the SLTA management team with
experience at Coca-Cola, MAS Active, Jinasena Pvt Ltd and MHA
Care Homes (UK). He holds BSc Business, ACMA, MBA from
Loughborough University, the world's premier sports university.

Weerasekera was a member of the 2009 Davis Cup team and is also
a travelling coach for SLTA teams, most notably the Fed Cup
coach/captain in 2019.

SLTA President Iqbal Bin Issack and
General Secretary Pradeep Goonasekera
together with the office staff participated in
a tree planting exercise in accordance with
the NOC Olympic Day 2020 celebrations.

"Plant a tree for a new lease of life"
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TOP 3 TENNIS BOOKS YOU MUST READ!TOP 3 TENNIS BOOKS YOU MUST READ!TOP 3 TENNIS BOOKS YOU MUST READ!



BLAST FROM

THE PAST
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How did you get into tennis? 

I was playing cricket at first and noticed some kids
playing tennis at school and was curious. So I
decided to give it a try. 

ACE INTERVIEW

For this special premier
issue of 'Baseline' we speak
to Sri Lanka's youngest
Mens' National Champion at
the tender age of 14 years,
Franklyn Emmanuel.

What was training days like when you played at the
highest level? 

We had a very rigid routine. Fitness training from
6.30am until 7.30am. Practice from 3pm to 6pm
followed by 2 mile run afterwards Monday through
Friday. Saturday we would play sets against each
other for match practice and we had Sunday off. 

What is your best moment on a tennis court? 

Best moment I would say was when I became the
youngest player to win the men's nationals. Also, it
was my first time playing a best of 5 set match and
winning it in 5 sets. 

What did you learn from tennis? 

I’ve learned a lot of from tennis. Discipline, hard
work, commitment, mental toughness, being a team
player. 

How is tennis different now from when you played?

The level is pretty high and there is a lot more
emphasis on strength training at the gym and
building lean muscle.

Any memorable stories or people you can share with
us?

Lots of stories during my tennis career in Sri Lanka.
2 main ones I would say are winning men’s
nationals and representing Sri Lanka At the Davis
Cup at the age of 14. 

My dad played a massive role in getting me to the
highest level in tennis by sacrificing a lot to get me
to where I am today. I also had a lot of coaches
that played an instrumental role that helped me get
to the highest level in tennis and I am very thankful
to them. Sylvester Francis was my main coach that
helped me with my tennis career. Roshun Razik,
Sanjaya Mayadunne, Sudantha Soyza, Somanath
also played a big part.
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What advice can you give to our future champions?

Work hard, put in extra time on the court, don’t
give up, work on your fitness and footwork, be
tough because there will be lots of obstacles that
come your way but know that you will over come
them and be even stronger. Aim high and go after
what you want. Don’t let anything or anybody stop
you from achieving what you want. 

When will we see you next in Sri Lanka?

Hopefully next year. 

What are you doing now?

I work as a General Manager at a big gym chain in
Toronto. 
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SPOT & WIN

A

B C

D

For further details

0713 423 440

haritenniz@gmail.com

YONEX tennis SRILANKA

SPOT THE CORRECT BALL
AND WIN YONEX GRIPS

E-MAIL YOUR ANSWER WITH
YOUR NAME AND CONTACT

NUMBER TO 
media@sltennis.lk

YONEX Tennis 
SRI LANKA





PHONE           :  +94 11 533 7161

WEBSITE       :  www.sltennis.lk

EMAIL             :  sltennis@sltnet.lk

MAIL                :  Sri Lanka Tennis Association

               45 Sir Marcus Fernando Mawatha,    

               Colombo - 7 
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